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for continued high crop production.
Every crop harvested for grain,
forage or > other use removes plant
food from the’soil. Soils' under continuous cropping systems, coupled
with erosion, lose their plant nutrients faster than they can be replaced by nature.
American Meat Packing
a humble
beginning

that he could not foresee any important drop in businesss in the
near

widely shared at
time, even by some

ago, meat packing bias grown
« become one of the nation’s largest industries. Meat packers in the
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Dillion pouifas of meat annually.
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packers purchase 127'miliisn cattle,

calves, hogs aift sheep fo make into
iteaks, roasts, stews, sausag^ Items
and Scanned meat, as^wtll as utilizing'by-products for many pharmaceutical and manufacturing items.
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Bi-Cameral Congress

N

Under its constitution. Chile ha*
a bi-cameral congress elect A directly by'the people, as is the president. The latte# has somewhat the
same power as
the'president of the
United States.
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Latest stdHatics show that the
United State* has more than 22 telephones for *vet*r MX) inhabitants,
compared.!* 2.2 telephones per 100
Inhabitants In the world as a whole.
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time-payment purchases has
been a factor in keeping sales of
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at the peak
expensive articles
level. When families run out of
cash, they can keep on buying on
liberal installment terms. In some
fields, such as radios, evidence of j
over-production is apparent, espicially of unknown brands. But staple, advertised goods of all kinds
are selling well.
Very few people believe that
this is a healthy economy. Economists for industry shake their
heads when they start talking
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still going up, and the goal of
the fortunate few who
have manIf the old finish of a metal kitchen
“full employment” seems to have
to escapg to Eengland, the
cabinet is not scratched or chipped,
been reached. In many important aged
United States, and South America.
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lines, output would be a great
traces of greasy film, followed by
deal larger than at present if
a light rubbing with'very fin* sandmore
to
of
old
the
dull.the gloss
supplies were available.
paper
enamel, should be sufficient prepaEvery consumer knows that r71
ration for refinishing. After wiping
this has done to prices. Here, awith turpentine or mineral spirits,
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substantial
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price
manufacturer’s directions on the
would come by mid-1947 ww<_; e I
and finish with a eoat of
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badly fooled. The Bureau of Labor
enamel of the desired tint.
Statistics price index
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touched another new high, and
Lime Essential
it is expected to go higher still.
Lime Is essential on acid soils for
is the result of many factors
That
proper growth of many crop and
pasture plants. To promote this de- governmental fiscal policy, fore
rired growth, sufficient lime should ign buying in a tight market, ever
Pe.applied to change the acid condi- expanding business overhead, etc.
tion to a near neutral point. Under
To choose the most obvious reaHost conditions in the upland area
son, higher prices are inevitable
the addition of lime to the soil else
when 66,000,000 people, earning
provides calcium fbr* plant growth.
Commercial fertilizer. Incorporated the highest pay in history, are
with .the soil management practices
panting goods and services of all
Eye Girl’s
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Meat Packing Industry
The atart of commercial meat
packing in North America can be
traced to 1641 when a square-rigged
ship sailed from Boston harbor with
a cargo which a handful of New
England colonists hoped could' be
sold to West Indies plantation owners.
Capt. John Pynchen, Springfield, Mass., and a few farmer neighbors had consigned hogsheads of
beef and pork, packed in salt, te
England’s colonies.
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